Yeah, It’s Still Water
October 25, 2019

There are these two young fish swimming along and they happen to meet an older fish
swimming the other way, who nods at them and says “Morning, boys. How’s the water?”
And the two young fish swim on for a bit, and then eventually one of them looks over at
the other and goes “What the hell is water?”
David Foster Wallace (2005)

Back in April, I wrote This Is Water.
It’s a note about financialization … the zombiefication of our economy and the oligarchification of our society.
Financialization is profit margin growth without labor productivity growth.
Financialization is the zero-sum game aspect of capitalism, where profit margin growth is both pulled
forward from future real growth and pulled away from current economic risk-taking.
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Financialization is the smiley-face perversion of Smith’s invisible hand and Schumpeter’s creative
destruction. It is a profoundly repressive political equilibrium that masks itself in the common knowledge
of “Yay, capitalism!”.

What does Wall Street get out of financialization? A valuation story to sell.
What does management get out of financialization? Stock-based compensation.
What does the Fed get out of financialization? A (very) grateful Wall Street.
What does the White House get out of financialization? Re-election.

What do YOU get out of financialization?

You get to hold up a card that says “Yay, capitalism!”.
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So anyway, there I was yesterday, minding my own business, and I saw a tweet about Texas Instruments
(TXN) and how they were getting slammed after a difficult earnings call. Sometimes I can’t help myself, so
I wrote this:

It’s a popular tweet. An excellent ratio, if you’re into that sort of inside-baseball social media stuff, but a
couple of replies thought I was full of it. And there were the de rigueur “stock buybacks mean NOTHING”
blog posts and tweets the following day.
So I decided to spend a day and dig into TXN a bit. Maybe I was wrong. Maybe there’s more to the story
of Texas Instrument’s stellar stock performance over the past 10 years than mortgaging the future OVER
and OVER and OVER again for the primary benefit of management shareholders and the secondary benefit
of non-management shareholders.
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Nah.
Texas Instruments is, in fact, a poster child for financialization.
There’s nothing illegal or incompetent or even unethical about it. It’s the smart play! Hats off to the TXN
management team! I’d have done exactly the same thing in their shoes!
But yeah, this is, in fact, why the world is burning.
I’m going to focus on a 5-year stretch of TXN’s financials, 2014 through 2018. This is where the truly
meteoric stock price appreciation took place over the past 10 years, even with the Q4 2018 market swoon,
and comparing full year financials makes for a more apples-to-apples comparison.
But before I get into the numbers, let me tell you the story.
The Texas Instruments story is free cash flow and earnings growth that management “returns to
shareholders”. EPS on a fully diluted weighted basis has more than doubled from 2014 through 2018, net
income available to shareholders on a GAAP basis has doubled, and cash from operations has almost
doubled.
The Texas Instruments story is NOT a Salesforce.com story. This is NOT a non-GAAP-this or pro formathat story. There are real earnings and real operations and straightforward financial statements here.
What makes this a story of financialization is the WHY of the very real free cash flows and earnings growth.
What makes this a story of financialization is the HOW of the allocation of those cash flows and earnings.
The WHY is pretty simple.
TXN management has cut their cost structure to the everlovin’ bone.
At the end of 2013, TXN cost of goods sold (COGS) was 48% of revenues. By the end of 2018, COGS was
35%. Gross margins went from 52% to 65%!
At the end of 2013, TXN sales, general and administrative costs (SG&A) was 15.2% of revenues. By the end
of 2018, SG&A was 10.7%.
At the end of 2013, TXN research and development expenses (R&D) was 12.5% of revenues. By the end
of 2018, R&D was 9.9%.
And while it’s not part of the fixed cost structure per se, Texas Instruments was a keen beneficiary of the
Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, seeing their 2017 tax rate of 16% cut to 7% in 2018, reducing their tax bill
by $1.2 billion.
Good thing they’re using that tax cut windfall to hire new workers and invest in new facilities!
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Hahahahaha! I’m just joshing with you. Of course that’s not what the tax cut windfall went for.
But hang on … let me finish with the WHY of cash flow growth.
See, there was zero revenue growth at TXN from 2014 to 2015 ($13 billion flat in both years), and tiny
growth from 2015 to 2016 (less than 3%). But there was healthy revenue growth from 2016 to 2017 (11%
or so) and so-so growth from 2017 to 2018 (6% or so). But when you’re cutting costs like TXN was doing
over a multiyear period, even mediocre top-line increases can lead to dramatic profit increases.
How dramatic? Cash from operations was $3.9 billion in 2014, but by 2018 was $7.2 billion. Nice!
Over this 5-year period, Texas Instruments generated $25.5 billion in cash from operations and $32.5
billion in earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA).
From a cash perspective, of course you’ve got to pay taxes out of all that (again, thank you for the extra
$1.2 billion, GOP!), which comes to about $7 billion over the five years, but you can defer some of this to
minimize the cash hit. And you’ve got to pay interest on the $5.1 billion in debt you’ve taken out, which
comes to … oh yeah, basically nothing … thank you, Fed! And you’ve got to account for depreciation and
amortization, which comes to $5.2 billion over the five years … but this is a non-cash expense, so it’s not
going to dig into that cash hoard. And you’ve got some cash puts and takes from working capital and
inventory and what not, but nothing dramatic. And you’ve got $1.3 billion in stock-based comp, but again
that’s a non-cash expense … whew! And – oh, here’s an interesting cash windfall – TXN raised about $2.5
billion by selling stock over these five years. Wait, what? Selling stock, not buying stock? Selling stock to
whom? Hold that thought …
Put it all together and I figure the company generated about $25 billion in truly free cash flow over this 5year span (everyone calculates FCF a bit differently, so don’t @ me on this … I’m in the right ballpark).
What are you going to spend this treasure chest on, Texas Instruments? HOW are you going to allocate
this capital?
Well, surely you’re going to spend a healthy amount on capex, right? I mean, you took a $5.2 billion
depreciation and amortization charge over this time span, and we all know that semiconductor
manufacturers need to stay on that bleeding edge of technological innovation, right? Because we all know
that technology and the productivity it brings are how we grow earnings, right?
Nope. Texas Instruments spent $3.3 billion on fixed assets from 2014 through 2018, one-third of that total
in 2018. Some significant proportion of that was maintenance capex as opposed to growth capex.
Significant like in approaching 100% (my guess). LOL. And don’t call me Shirley.
Well, if you didn’t spend your money on property, plant and equipment, then surely you spent a healthy
sum in M&A, right?
Nope. $1.6 billion over five years. Tuck-in stuff. Again LOL. Again Shirley.
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I guess you were paying down debt, then. Deleveraging up a storm, right?
Nope. Paid down debt by $500 million per year in 2014, 2015 and 2016, but got smart and increased debt
by $500 million in 2017 and $1 billion in 2018. Wait, what? MOAR debt, on top of all that cash generation?
Huh. Weird.
So it’s dividends, right? This is where all the cash went, yes?
Yes, now we’re getting there. $9.1 billion in dividends over five years. A healthy direct return of capital to
shareholders. But it’s just a warm-up to the main event.
Texas Instruments spent $15.4 billion buying back its stock from 2014 through 2018.
Between stock buybacks and dividends, that’s $24.5 billion in cash “returned to shareholders”, essentially 100%
of the free cash flow generated by the company over the past FIVE YEARS.
Now here’s the kicker.
What sort of share count reduction would you think that this $15.4 billion in buybacks gets you?
I mean, that IS the logic here, that we’re leveraging earnings growth through the share buybacks. I mean,
this IS the judgment call that management is making on behalf of shareholders, that investing $15.4 billion
in the company’s own stock is the best possible capital allocation that the company can make.
I would have guessed that surely $15.4 billion would retire anywhere from 20-25% of the outstanding
shares over this time frame, with the stock price ranging from $40 to $100.
In truth, Texas Instruments retired only 10% of its outstanding diluted shares with its $15.4 billion investment,
going from 1.1 billion shares to 990 million shares.
Remember all that stock and all those warrants sold to management with one hand while the other hand
buys it back? Remember all that stock-based compensation?
Again LOL. Again Shirley.
But wait, there’s more.
We can measure the windfall compensation paid to TXN management here.
From 2014 through 2018, Texas Instruments bought back 228.6 million shares for $15.4 billion. That works
out to an average purchase price of $67.37.
Over that same time span, Texas Instruments sold 90.8 million shares to management and board members
as they exercised options and restricted stock grants, for a total of $2.5 billion. That works out to an
average sale price of $27.51.
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The difference in average purchase price and average sale price, multiplied by the number of shares so
affected, is the direct monetary benefit for management. This is true whether or not management sells
their new shares into the buyback or holds them. That amount works out to be $3.6 billion.

In other words, 40% of TXN’s stock buybacks over this five year period were
used to sterilize stock issuance to senior management and the board of
directors.
In other words, senior management and the board of directors received
$3.6 BILLION in direct value from these stock buybacks.
But wait, there’s more …
As of December 31, 2018 there were still 40 million shares outstanding in the form of options and
restricted stock grants to management and directors, at an average weighted exercise price of $55.

At today’s stock price, that means there is an additional $2.6 BILLION in
stock-based compensation already awarded to TXN’s executives and
directors.
Well golly, Ben, these surely must have been amazing managers and directors to warrant that sort of
stock-based compensation in addition to their cash compensation!
Again LOL. Again … oh, you get the point.

That’s TXN stock performance in white and SOXX performance in gold over the 5-year period 2014 –
2018.
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SOXX is an ETF that tracks the Philly Semiconductor Index. Texas Instruments is the fifth largest position
in that ETF and that underlying index, with a 7.1% weight.
Oh yeah, one more thing … the expense ratio of the SOXX ETF is 47 basis points.

For the past five years, Texas Instruments has been nothing more than a
tracking stock for a passive semiconductor index.
For this privilege, shareholders have rewarded management and directors
with $6.2 BILLION in stock, plus a couple of BILLION in cash compensation.
I’d say LOL, but I’m not laughing anymore. Are you?
It’s never been a better time in the history of the world to be a senior manager of a publicly traded company.
Under the narrative cover of “returning capital to shareholders” and the common knowledge of “aligned interests”
and the cash windfall of “job-creating tax cuts” and the equity valuations driven by “extraordinary monetary policy”
… management teams like that at Texas Instruments have sucked the FUTURE of their company dry for the NOW of
their personal enrichment.
What’s the real story of Texas Instruments?
It’s the real story of pretty much every public company over the past decade.
Public companies are managed today to mortgage the future OVER and OVER and OVER again, for
the primary benefit of management shareholders and the secondary benefit of non-management shareholders.
And their main tool for this is the stock buyback.
It’s a crying shame, because here’s the thing … the total return on owning TXN is, in fact, 15% higher than
the SOXX ETF over this five year span 2014 – 2018.
Not because of the stock buybacks. Because of the dividend.
Do you want to run your company for cash generation? Do you want to return that cash to shareholders? GREAT!
Use a special dividend, not buybacks.
There, fixed it for you.
Do stock buybacks lift the stock market “artificially”? I guess. Kinda sorta. On the margins. Then again,
markets happen on the margins.
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IT’S THE WRONG QUESTION.
The right question is not whether or not stock buybacks prop up the overall market.
The right question is not the macro.
The right question is the micro.
The right question is whether or not stock buybacks are the best use of capital if you take
a steward’s perspective rather than a manager’s perspective.
Which no one does today.
Not even the boards of these companies. Especially not the boards of these companies.

You know, everyone is all in a tizzy about Softbank paying Adam Neumann $1.7 billion just to go away.
My unpopular opinion: the Adam Neumann story is repeated in a non-infuriating and non-obvious way every day
in every S&P 500 company. And it’s been going on for a DECADE.
Dimon, Iger, Cook, Nadella, Pichai, Fink … they’re not founders like Gates or Bezos. They’re not investors like Buffett
or Dalio. They’re management. And now they’re billionaires. And all their captains and lesser brethren are
centimillionaires. And all their lieutenants and subalterns are decamillionaires.
And everyone is perfectly fine with this. No one even notices that this is happening or that it’s different or that it’s a
sea change in how we organize wealth in our society. It’s not good or bad or deserved or undeserved. It just IS. This
is our Zeitgeist.

This Is Water
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One day we will recognize the defining Zeitgeist of the Obama/Trump
years for what it is: an unparalleled transfer of wealth to the managerial
class.
It’s the triumph of the manager over the steward. The triumph of the
manager over the entrepreneur. The triumph of the manager over the
founder. The triumph of the manager over ALL.

Welcome to the Long Now.

DISCLOSURES
This commentary is being provided to you as general information only and should not be taken as investment advice. The opinions expressed in
these materials represent the personal views of the author(s). It is not investment research or a research recommendation, as it does not
constitute substantive research or analysis. Any action that you take as a result of information contained in this document is ultimately your
responsibility. Epsilon Theory will not accept liability for any loss or damage, including without limitation to any loss of profit, which may arise
directly or indirectly from use of or reliance on such information. Consult your investment advisor before making any investment decisions. It
must be noted, that no one can accurately predict the future of the market with certainty or guarantee future investment performance. Past
performance is not a guarantee of future results.
Statements in this communication are forward-looking statements.
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The forward-looking statements and other views expressed herein are as of the date of this publication. Actual future results or occurrences may
differ significantly from those anticipated in any forward-looking statements, and there is no guarantee that any predictions will come to pass.
The views expressed herein are subject to change at any time, due to numerous market and other factors. Epsilon Theory disclaims any obligation
to update publicly or revise any forward-looking statements or views expressed herein.
This information is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of any offer to buy any securities.
This commentary has been prepared without regard to the individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it. Epsilon
Theory recommends that investors independently evaluate particular investments and strategies, and encourages investors to seek the advice of
a financial advisor. The appropriateness of a particular investment or strategy will depend on an investor’s individual circumstances and
objectives.
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